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A MULTI OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION OF A GREEN SUPPLY CHAIN
NETWORI( USING FUZZY ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS

Turan Paksoy 1 , Nin,ıat Yapıcı Pehlivan 2, Eren Ozceylan 3 

,

Abstrüct 
-The 

global climale dlteralioıı has become oııe of the most importa l coııtı,oversial issues iıı today,
because of leading lhe enı)ironmental disaslers. The greeııhouse gas emissioııs (CO2, methane, etc.) zııd air
Pollulion increqse qtlentjoıl to develop and improve enviranmeııtql Strategies. The eııyiroıımental saııcıioı.ıs
are forcing enlerprises lo re-consider arıd re-design supply chain procesşes iıı a green way. Thiı sıudy
deıelops a multi objective madel to desigıı a closedJoop supply chain (CLSC) netu,ork in a green franıe. Our
first aıld second objeclives are minimiziııg the all tı,oıısportatioıı costs for foı,ward and reııerse loğsiic,ı; third
or]e iS minimiziılg lotal CO2 emissioıls; faurth oı,ıe is encourağııg the cusloruers lo ııse recyclable mdlerials
aS an enlironmenlal performaııce yiewpoint. This research paper lıill aid the decisioıı mal:ers iıı
compensaling all aforemeııtioned goals in SCM lhrough the eyqluation weighls are determined usiry Fuzzy
Aııalytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) based model. The proposed linear programmiııg model is tesled via
fulfilling a numeical example.

Keywords 
- ClosedJoop, fıızzy analytic hierarchy process, greenhouse gas emissions, green supply chain,

mul ıi obj e cıive oPtimizcıti an
INTRODUCTION

Supply chain and management is a business and academic term that has emerged in üe last few years and
is gaining in populaliry quickly. Bowersox and Closs [1] defined the supply chain that the supply chair, reiers
to all those activities associated with the transformation and flow of goods and services, including their
attendant information flows, from the sources of materials to end users. All processes even the supply chains
need certain capacities and ıesources. The most indications point out that üe earth is changing from a world
of abundant, fresh, cheap enerry to a world of limited, expensive enerry, drought and polluted. Afcretime
whereas the most importaıt thing was transportation or production costs, now üe enterprises have to ta,(e into
acCount envilonmental factors because of inadequate resouİceS. A supply chain design problem compri;es üe
decisions regarding the number and location of production facilities, the amount of capacity at each frciIity,
the assignment of each market region to öne or mole iocations, aııd supplier selection for sub_assernblies,
components and materials [2]. The green supply chain (GrSC) design extends üis definition by including:

(i) Waste ofalI plocesses,
(ii) Using efficient enerry resources,
(iii) Greenhouse gas emissions,
(iv) Using capacities and resources efficiently,
(v) Considering lega1 enviIonmental factofs.
This is a fact that a supply chain netwolk consists of industrial/distribution processes aırd needs

transportation fuels to acfualize these processes. We consider the greenlıouse gas emission and reclclable
products factor while designing the GrSC in our study. As seen in the Figure l, these supply chain activities
aie significarüt sources (totally %30.8) of greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution, also creating hırrmful
effects on Iiving health and leading to global walming.
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FIGIIRE 1

Green}ıouse Gas Emissions by Sectors [3]

Actually, iı aı era with more enviıonmental conscience on a global level (Kyoto, Social Responsibilities,
Local Govemments etc.), the enterprises and service providers could no longer rej ect indefinitely on the

commr.ınity ofenviıonmental costs and will be, in all probability, subjected to heaıry environmental ta-x in next

years [4]. These sanctions have raised the concems on decreasing negative effects on green world. Tn this

respect, many enterprises, including local or global supply chain networks have set shict taigets to build a

green structule.

Transponation Gıeenhouse Gas [missiont

]

FIGL,RE 2
Transportation GIeenhouse Gas Emissions [5]

Figure 2 shows that totally 35yo :f,tio of faıSportation greenhouse gas emission is actualized via healy
aıd light trucks which are commonly used in the supply chain transportation. lt is clear that üe firstjob has to

adjust the trarısportation gas emissions to change the exlant netwolk to green one. Choosing new models,

diesel motors, intermodal traısportation [4], altemative eneıry resources etc. would be solutions for harmful

gas emissions. According to Figure 3 , Cozis 72Yq CtL is l 8% arıd No3 is 9% of total gas emissions.
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FIGI.RE 3

The Greenhouse Gas Emission Dishibution [3]

waste is another serious issue in supply chains besides the gas emissions. In response, recycling is

drawing attention as it converts what was once seen as waste into useful materials. Thus, it improves SCM by
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FIGURE 4
Recycling in a Supply Chain [6]

To further develop supply chains for recyclable and recycled materials, it will be necessary to inüprove
recycling techıologies, to aIlow recyclable materials to be reprocessed into recycled materials of sufficient
quality that they can compete ıvith virgin n,ıaterials [7]. In rcsponse to increasing custoıners' demand lor
environmentally products enterprises and manufacturers offinal products afe exerting gleatef pressure on their
suppliers to raise their environmental standaıds. The enterprises have been trying to develop products tlıat are
more energy efficient, less toxic and less hazardous to the environrnent- The concept of GISC ha:l been
introduced and manufacturers are changing product designs to be greener. In order to change product ,iesign
and to improve the recycled content oftheir pıoducts, enterpriseS must have recycled-materials and work with
the recycled-parts suppliers. Therefore, the enterprises need to develop a closed loop relationshipı; with
suppliers ofrecycled materials and recycled parts (Figule 4).

In this sfudy, we are motivated to study a GrSC network optimization problem wheıe CO2 gas emissions
according to trucks optİons and recyclable products aIe considered to become a mirror of greennes;. We
determined a penalty cost to plevent mole Co2 gas emissions aıd encouraged the customers to use recyclable
products via giving a small profit. Trucks' rental fees and purchasing costs of recyclable producls can
influence the environmental indicators in the model because of an existing a trade-off_ With such a co:rcem,
we optimize the netwoık also under tlansportation costs aıd capacity allocation Aonstraints. Which ,ıf the
aforementioned sub-aims is more important for the main goal and by how much? An FAIIP model is u;ed to
solve this decision problem. The rest ofthe paper is oıganized as follows: ]ı the next section a literat].ıre of
green and CLSC and lrAI{P is givcn. In Section 3, we dctail our proposed model with its' mathcıİatical
formulation. And then we conduct a numerical example to charactefize the optimal solutions. Finally, the
paper is ended with conclusions and suggestions for further researches.

LITERATURES REVIEW

In this section, we probe the litelature and categorize studies into three. The first one is the GrSCs, the
second one is the CLSCs in designing üe nefworks and the third one is the Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Prccess.

The Green Supp|y Chain
There is a large of amount of literature on supply chain network design concemed with environnıental

issues through üe GrSC networks. Graedel and Allenby [8] defined Industrial Eco]ory is the means by ıvhich
humanity can deliberate]y and ıationally approach and maintain a desirable carrying capacity, given continued
economic, cultural and techıological evolution. It is a SyStemS view in which one seeks to optimize the total
materials cycJe from virgin matefial, to finished material, to component, to product, to obsolete producl, and
to ultimate disposal. GrSC management involves environmental criteria, oI concemsl into oıganizalional
purchasing decision aıd long term relationships with suppliers. A GrSC aims at confining the wastes \ı,ithin
the industrial system in order to conserve enerry aırd prevent the dissipation of dangerous materials into the
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FIGURE 5
Functional Model ofa GISC [1 1]

Tsamboulas and Mikoudis [12] developed EFECT which is a generalized methodological framework for

evaluating the impacts resulting fiom ftaİıSPortation projects with a specific olientation to environmental

impacts. The inıovative aspect of the methodological framewotk is the combination of Multi-Criteria
Anilysis 1MCA) with Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) methods to come up with arı overall assessment of
tlansport initiatives impacts over different geographical regions and time periods. Sarkis [1 1] aimed to focus

on the components aıd elements of GrSN management and how they serve as a foundation for üe decision

framework. For this, he explored üe applicability of a dynamic nonJinear decision model, defined as the

ANp, for decision making within the GrSC. The decision support models for design of global supply chains,

and assess the fit between the research literature in this area and the practical issues aıe handled in Meixell
and Gargeya's [2] sfudy. Sheu et al. Ll3] presented an optimization-based model to deal with integrated

logistics operational problems of GrSC management. In the pıoposed methodology, a linear multi-objective
programming model is formulated that systematically optimizes the opeıations of both integrated logistics aıd
corresponding used_product reverse logistics in a given GrSC. Kainuma and Tawara [6] extended the range of
the supply chain to include re-use aıd recycling thıoughout the life cycle of products aıd services. Using their

definition, they proposed the multiple attribute utility theory method assessing a supply chain considering this

approach to be one of the GISC methods. Anciaux aıd Yuan [4] pıoposed to show üe issues for integrating

the means of trarısport within the GrSC, as well as a decision-aiding model, which allows optimizing the

solution choice ofintermodal traısport problems. Srivastava' Il4] paper took an integrated and fresh look into

the area of GISC management. The litelature on GrSC management is covered exhaustively from its

conceptualization, primarily taking a 'reverse logistics angle'. Using the rich body of available literature,

including earlier reviews üat had relatively limited perspectives, the literature on GrSC management is

classified on the basis of the problem conlext in supply chain's major influential areas. Ferretti et al. [15]

originated from an industrial case sfudy in the field ofthe aluminum supply chain. The supply of molten metal

Iepresents a substantial benefit for the whole supply chain, because of the enerry savings implicit in the

method itself (i.e. both ener$ı and time can be saved when melting the metal at the company fumaces).

Moreover, the sfudy integrated üe concems about transport pollution, addressİng the topics of a GrSC
problem and incorporating üe environmental aspects in its analYical description. Beamon Il6] described the

challenges and opporfunities facing the supply chain of the future aıd described sustainability and effects on

supply chain design, marıagement and integration. Traditional and GrSCs are compared and contrasted via
focusing several important opportunities in GrSC management in depth, including those in manufacturing,

bio-wasle, construction, and packaging [9]. Chen and Sheu [l7] demonstrated üat a pıoper design of
enviıonmental-regulation pricing strategies is able to promote Extended Product Responsibility for GrSC
firms in a competitive market. A differential game model comprising Vidale-Wolfe [18] equation has been

established in light ofsales competition and recycling dynamics as well as regulation related profit function.
The Closed-L,oop Supply Chain

The general CLSC network investigated is illustrated in Figuıe 6. As can be seen in the network, these

chain members can be classified into two groups Il9]:
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environment ([9], Figure 5). Beamon [10], described the current State of the natural environments,

investigated the environmental factors, presented performance meas]Jes for the GrSCs arıd developed a

general procedure towards achieving the GrSC.



(l) Forward logistics chain members shown at the left side of Figure 6, including law matelial suıpliers,
manufactuels, retailers and demand markets; (2) Reverse logistics chain members shown at the right side of
Figure 6, including deınand markets, recovery centers and manufacturers. Manufactuers and demand rnarkets
could be recognized as the nodes to combine the forward supply chain network and the reverse supplv chain
network together to form the CLSC neh/r'ork.

N
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,\
Dcnr

Dcnr g](nEdrri---
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FIGURE 6
Thc CLSC Network [20]

FIeischman et al. [2l ] subdivided the fieId into three main areas, namely distribution planning, invı)ntory
control, and production planning. For each of these üey discussed the implications of the emerging reuse
efforts, review the mathematical models proposed in üe literatuıe, and point out the areas in need of further
research. Fleischmaın et al. [22] considered logistics netwoık design in a levelse logistics context. They
presented a generic facility location model and discussed differences with traditional logistics seltings.
Moreover, they used their model to analyze the impact ofpıoduct return flows on logistics Networks anil then
they showed that the influence of pıoduct recovery iS very much context dependent. Guide et al. [23] took a
contingency approach to explore the factols that impact ploduction planning and control for CLSC] that
incorporate product recovery. A series of three cases are presented, and a framework developed that shoııs the
common activities required for all ren,ıanufacturing operations. To build on the similarities and illustrat; and
integrate tlre differences in CLSCs, Ilayes and Wheelrvright's [24] product-process matlix is used as a
foundation to examine the three cases representing Remaıufactule-to-Stock (RMTS), Reassemble-to-ıJrder
(RATO), and Remanufacfure-to-0ıder (RMTO).

The previous studies have addressed the probleın of determining the number and location of iırjtial
collection points in a multiple time horizon, while determining the desirable holding time foı consolidation of
refurned ploducts into a large shipııent. To fill the void in such a line of research, Min et al. [25] proposed a
mixed-integeı, nonlinear programming model and a genetic algorithm that can solve the feverse logistics
problem involving both spatial and temporal consolidation of retumed products. Zhu et al. [19] Ieport(:d on
results from a cross-sectional survey with manufacfulers in four typical Chinese industries, i.e., power
generating, chemicaJ/petroleum, electrical/electronic and automobile; to evaluate their perceived (irSC
management pıactices and relate them to closing the supply chain loop. Chung et al. [26] aıalyzed an
inventory system with traditional forward-oriented material flow as well as a reverse material flow sııpply
chain. In the reverse material flow, the used products ale rehrned, ıemaıufactured and shipped to the reı.ailer
for resale and then developed a CLSC inventory model and maxjmize the joint profits of the supplier, the
manufacfuIel, the third-party recycle dealer and the fetailer under contractual design. Kanıaı eİ a|. [z7]
developed a multi echelon, multi period, multi pfoduct CLSC network model for product letums an(l the
decisions are made regarding material procurement, ploduction, distribution, recycling and disposal. The
ploposed heuristics based genetic aigorithm (GA) is applied as a solution methodolory to solve mixed inleger
linear programming model (MILP). Yang et al. [20] developed a model of a general CLSC network, which
includes raw material suppliefs, marıufacturers, retai]els, consumers and recovery centels. The objective oIthe
paper iS to formulate aııd optimize the equilibrium state of the network by using the theory of rari:ııion
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inequalities. In Wang and Hsu' [28] Study, thc integration of forward and reverse logistics was investigated,

and a generalized closedJoop model for the logistics planning was proposed by formulating_a cyclic logistics

netwoİk problem into an integer linear programming model. Moreover, the decisions for selecting the Places
of manufİctories, distribution centers, and dismantlers with the respective operation units were supported wiü
the minimum cost. A revised spanıing-tıee based genetic algorithm was also developed by using determinant

encoding lepresentation for solving this NP mode[.
The Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process

The Analltic Hieraıchy Process (AHP) method was developed in the 1980s by Thomas L. Saaty [29].

ALIp assumeİ üat evaluation criteria can be completely expressed in a hierarchical structure. The data

acquired from the decision-makers are pair-wise comparisons conceming the relative importance of each of
the criteria, or the degree of preference of one factor to another with respect to each cliterion. In the

conventional AHp, the pair-wise comparison is made by using a ratio scale. Even though the discrete scale has

the advantages of simpİicity arıd ease of use, it does not take into account the uncertainty associated with the

mapping of-one,s perception (orjudgment) to a number [30]. In thc FAHP approach, tıiangulaı fuzzy numbers

are'useJ for the pİefer"nces of one criterion over anoüer aıd then by using the Chang's [31] extent analYsis

method, the synİhetic extent value of the pair-wise comparison is calculated [30, 32]. Kahramaı et al. [33]

used the FAHP approach in the selection of the best facility location altemative by taking into account

quantitative and quiüitative criteria. Bozdağ et al. [34] have used the FAHP approach in the evalıration of
cımputer integrated manufacturing a]ternatives by taking into account both intangible and tangibJe factors.

Rıiytikozkan et al. t35] employed the FA}IP method in selecting the most aPpropriate software development

strategy. Kahramarret al. [36] used the FALIP process to evaluate and to compare the catering firms in Turkey.

rolga et al. [37] used the methods of FAHP and fuzry replacement analysis in üe operating system selection

problern. Başlıgil [38] provitled aı aıalytical tool to seleçt the best softrvare providing the most customer

satisfaction. Kong arıd iiu 1ıı; ımed to find out the key factors that affect success in e-commerce using

Fuzzy AHP. Kahraman et al. [32] proposed an integrated fıamework based on fuZZy QFD and a fıızq
optimization model to determine the product technical requirements to be considered in designing a Product.

The coefficients of the objective function ale obtained from the approaches of FuZZy anal}tic netwolk and

Fuzzy anall4ic hierarchy process. Bozbura et al. [40] have applied FAHP to improve the quality of
priorİtization of human İupituü -"urrr.-"nt indicators under the fuzziness. Büyüközkan [41] ProPoscd an

analytic framework to provide practitioners a more effective and efficient model for prioritizing m-commerce

requirements.
PROBLEM DEFINITION and MODELING

From the afolementioned concepts we described above, it is known that a CLSC network Structuie iS

necessary to design a Grsc. Regarding the traditional supply chains, clsc and Grsc problems involved

more complex, and need more efforts to control forward and reverse logistics simultaneously considering the

environmental impacts. Mostly the cost is considered via enterprises to measure the effectiveness of the

network. Besides the cost factoı, the following conditions are handled in our model;

' CO2 gas emission,
. products which consist ofdifferent recyclable ratio raw materials,
. opportıınity prices to encourage customers using recyclable products,

. penalty costs to prevent much co2gas emission and etc.
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The Proposed CLSC Network across the GISC

As can be seen in Figure 7, these chain members are classified into two gıoups: the fiIst part is fo:ward
supply chain members, aıd the second part is used-product revelse supply chain members. Here a typiıal 5_
layer forwaıd supply chain is pıoposed in corresponding layers, including raw material supply, pJants,
warehouses, distribution centels, and end-customers ıespectively. Similarly, a 5-1ayeı used-pıoduct reverse
supply chain is specified, which includes collecting centers, repairing centers, dismantlers, decompo;ition
centers, and final disposal locations ofwastes, respectively. We considered that a decision maker woulıl rent
the ffucks for only forward flow. Furtheımore, the suppliers provide three dilferent raw materials (into thfee
different pıoducts) to plants via paying attention recyclable ratios of them. Considering the potential elfects
oriented from corresponding govemmental regulations, the environmental plotection adminiStration and llocial
responsibilities, the green}'ıouse gas emissions is tried to minimize owing to a penalty cost and encourage the
customers to use recyclable ploducts owing to a opportunity price. To specify the sfudy scope and facilitate
model formuIation, assumptions a_re postulated below;
(a) The demand ofeach customer is certain and ııust be satisfied.
(b) The flow is only allowed to bc transferred betwcen two sequential echelons (except warehouse-custoıner)
(c) The capacities ofall actors are ]imited and certain.
(d) The transportation, purchasing, penalty and oppoltunity costs are given.
(e) The COz emissions, aıd aIl rcverse part rates are given.
(f) The fuzqy pair-wise comparison matrix is given between each objective.

Because ofthe fiıst tbree assumptions are aIso basic conditions for supply chain design, we shall consider
them in our proposed model. The most important issue of designing CLSC is reverse rates. Wang and Hsu
[28] pointed out that in the recovery systems; a common assumption is that the amounts of the retumed
products. The recovery amount iS assumed to be a percentage of the customer demand in the mııdel.
Minimizing the total costs (transpoftation, purchasing, and penalŞ) is ain,ıed while maximizing üe amoult of
product which is recycled.

The fuzzy analyticaI hierarchy process (FAHP)
In this paper, we aimed to miniııize the all total costs via providing the folIowing sub-objectives;

(l) Minimizing the all transportation costs in forward logistic
(2) Minimizing the all transportation costs in ıeverse logistic
(3) Minimizing the all C02 emissions
(4) Minimizing the ali raw material purchasing costs
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The FAHP-based model is used to evaluate the objectives above together. In order to deal with üe
uncertainty and vagueness from the subjective pelception and üe experience of humans in the decision-

making process, maıy FAHP methods aıe proposed by various authors. In the FA}IP approach, triaıgular
ilrzzy numbers are used for 1he preferences of one criterion over another and then by using the Chang's [3l I

extent analysis method, the synthetic extent value of the pair-wise comparison is calculated. The extent

analysis meüod is used to consider the extent of aı object to be satisfied for the goal, that is, satisfied extent-

In the method, the "extent" is quantified by using a luzzy number, On the basis of the fuzzy values for the

extent analysis of each object, a fuzry synthetic degree value can be obtained, which is defined as follows [30,

32]. In this shıdy, Chang's [31] extent analysis method on FAHP are handled due to its complıtational

simplicity and effectiveness. The fıızzy comparison matrices of FAHP aıe shown in Table 1 . In this apProach,

triangular fi.ızzy scale is used for the solving FA[{P.

TABLE 1

Triangular Fuzzy Scale of Preferences
Fuzy AİIP sca|.

Saab'§ scalc D.finitioD Trilngulır fuzzf scal. Triengulır fo.zy r.ciprocıl §cılc

6,

1

3

5

7
9
2,4

E4ually importance
Moderat€ importance ofone over anoüer
Ess€ntial or stİong importance
Demonstrated imPortancğ
Extseme importancc
Int€mediate values b€tween two adlace.t Judgemcn§

( 1,1.1)
(2,],4)
(4,5,6)
(6,7,8)
(9,9,9)
(1,2,])
(3,4.5)
(5,6,7)
(7,8,9)

( ı .1, 1)

t, 14,113 ,l 12)

(1/6.1l5 ,1 l4\
(l18,1/1,116]
(| /9,| 19 .1 19)

(l 13,l t2,1j
(l/5,1/4,|/3)
(|n,1/6,|15)
(1/9.| /8,I nl

Yg1 Y ={xl.x2, ..,r,} be arı object set u116 t1 =|q,u2,.-.,u^} be a goal set. According to the method of

Chaıg's extent analysis morlel, each object is taken and extcnt aıalysis for each goal g, is performed.

Therefore, m extent analysis values for each object can be obtained as Ul .uf,,.. ..V-. , _ 1.2.....r. All the

Mlg,, j =|,2,...,m are triangular fuzzy numbers. The algorithm of the Chang's extent analysis model is as

follows;
Step 1 : The value of fuzzy synthetic extent with respect to the i th object is defined as

si uMJg l»"!,
J=|

1

-l

i=l j=l

(ı)

(2) and to

(3)

To obtain Ivf, nerform tlıe fuzzy addition operation of m extent analysis for a particular matlix such that

J=|

,=l i=l

j=|

'=l 
/=l

l
c,

obtain »ı , perform the fuzzy addition operation of u ] 

,, i = 1,2,...,m Values Such that

»Z"l,= l, t,,|ry,|",

and then compute üe inverse ofthe vector in Eq.(3) such 1hat
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'Z,li=l J=|

1

111

i1i=l i=|

The principles foı the comparison of fuzzy numbers wele introduced to derive the weight vectors of all
elements for each level ofhierarchy with the use of fi.ız4l synthetic values. To compare ofthe fuzzy numbers,
following principles aıe used
Step 2: The degree of possibiliq of M2 > MI is defined as

'/(M2 
> Mı ) = suplmh(p17,tı,ı..r,oı )

}>jr

=lıgı(uraur)

(5)
7, if m72m1

0, 11) u2

(lı-uz)
, othenuise(n2-u7)-(q-11)

Where; M1 =(\,nl,u1) and M, =Çür,mr,u) aııd d is üe ordinate of lhe highest intersection point D
between pı.17, and p1,, (see Fig.1). To compare Ml and M2, both V(M7> MJ and V(M| > M2) are nı:eded.

Step 3: The degree of possibilily for afuz4 number to be gleater than i fuzzy numbers M1, Ç =1,2,...,üi) can
be defined by
V(M > Ml,M2,...,M)=mnV(M > Mi\ i:ı,z,...,ı, (6)

ASSr.me that,
d'(Ai): minv(S,> S 7), k:1,2,....n; k+i (7)
Then the weight vector is given by

W,=(d,Ui.d,(,1),...,d,(A))T (8)
W]rele; ,4,,(,=],2,..,ı) are ı elements

Step 4: Via normalization, the normalized weight vectoıs are

W :(rlUi,.ü(.A),._.,.ü(1,\)T (9)
Where; Iiz is not a fuz4, number [30, 32]

lJi

Y(.M;.M] )

0
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FIGIIRE 8

The lntersection Between Ü, and İ,
In Figure 9, we can see the main goal and the sub-factors to achieve this goal. Pair-wise compar ison

matrix ofour model will be given in numerical example section.



Main Goa!

Raı/rgs

FIGURE 9
The FAIIP-Hierarchy for Analyzing the Objectives ofProposed Supply Chain

MathematicaI formulation of the model
Consider a supply chain network in Figure 7, in this section, based on six assumptions and the network

structure; we shall propose a maüematical model to describe the goal of the paper. Definitions of variables

and parameters in the green CLSC network are summarized below:
Indices;
1 the number of suppliers with i=1,2,_..7

J the number of plants with j =|,2,.._.1

K the number of distribution centers (DCs) with k =|,2,...K

Z the number of customeıs with ı =ı,z,..._r
M the number ofcollection centers with ın=1,2,_..M

P the number of dismantlers with p = 1,2,_..p

D the number of decomposition centeıs with d =1,2,.._D

T the number of truck wiü l =1,2,...7-

R üenumberofraw/endmaterialwith,"-],2,...R
Truck r ent al fe e par amelers ;

H : the rental fee oftnıck ı during the trarısportation supplier l and plant j

Hi' the lental fee ofauck ı during the transportation plant 1 and DC k

Hİ the rental fee oftruck 1 duıing the transportation plant 7 aıd warehouse

H: the rental fee of truck ı during the transportation warehouse aıd DC *

H', the rental fee oftruck ı duling the transportation warehouse and customer /

H: the rental fee oftruck ı during the transportation DC ,t and customer /

Transportation cosıS parameters afr er customers :

C',: unit transportation cost ofproduct / from customer / to collection center İıı

C: uıit transportation cost ofproduct r from collection center ıı to ıepairing center

C: unit hansportation cost ofproduct ı from repairing centertoDC ,t

C , unit transportation cost of product r frorn repairing center to warehouse

C:" unit transpoftation cost ofpİoduct r from collection center m to dismantler p

C: unit transporlalion cost ofproduct r from dismantler p to disposal

C: unit transportation cost ofproduct r from dismantler p to decomposition center d

C: ıııit transporlation cost ofproduct ı from decomposition center d to supplier i

C? unit transportation cost ofproduct r from decomposition center d to plant j
Greenhouse gas emission paramelers in forward logistic;
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CO:' unit CO2 emission of fuuck 1 during the traısportation supplier i and plant l
Co:" unit CO2 emission of truck l duliürg the transportation plant j and DC t

Co: unit Co2 en,ıission of truck 1 during the tıansportation plant j aıd warehouse

CO: unit CO2 emission of truck ı during the transportation waıehouse and DC t
Co: uıit Co2 emission of truck l duling the transportation warehouse and customel /

CO:' unit CO2 emission of truck / during the transportation DC t and customer 1

Inc enliyes p.üramet ers for r ecycl i ııg ;

P', opportunity profit ofsupplier l because ofchoosing raw material r

P: opporfunity profit ofplant j because ofchoosing material ı
P , opporfunity profit ofwarehouse because ofchoosing material r

P: opportunity profit ofDC t because ofchoosing raw material r

C apqcily paramet ers af fac i li li e s,,

Ca', capacity of raw material r at supplier i

Ca! capacity ofproduct r at plant j
Ca, capacity ofproduct İ at warehouse

Caİ capacity ofproduct r at DC t
Caİ capacity of product r at collection centel,

Ca| capacity ofproduct r at repairing center

Caİ capacily of product r at dismantler p

Caİ capacity ofproduct f at decomposition center ,/

Truck' capacily parqmeters in faü,wqı,d logistic:

Ca, transportation capacity oftruck 1 departs ftom supplier l

Ca! traıüsportation capacity oftruck ı departs from plant 7

Ca, transportation capacity oftruck 1 depafiS fıom warehouse

Cai transportation capacity oftruck ı departs from suppliel i
The percentoge rqles pqı,amelers in reyerse logistic;

Ca.,-.* the n'ıinimun-ı and maximum collection percentage rate from customers to collection centers for each

product r

B, the repairing percentage rate from col]ection centers to the repairing center for each product r

x,. the tfansported repaired product percentage rate flom the repaiıing center to DCs for each prodtıct r

6. the disposal rate from dismalıtlers to disposal foı each product ı
E, the decomposited product rate from decomposition centers to suppliers for each product r

De' product r demand of customer /

P, unit purchasing cost ofraw material r from supplier ı

P!O' penalty cost for extra CO2 emission

Foııu ard logi s ti c vari abl e s ;

X :, tlaü,üsported law mateıial r via truck ı from supplier 
' 

to plant j
Y': transported ploduct ı" via truck ı fıom plant j toDC k
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Z', tlansported product r via truck / from plant j to walehouse

Q',, transported product r via truck ı from warehouse to DC t

W',, transported product r via truck l from walehouse to customel 1

E: tıansported product r via truck ı from DC t to customer /

A', total amount ofraw material i purchased from supplier i
Reverse Ioğstic variables ;

K': tlansported product r from customer / to collection center ız

r: transported pıoduct r from collection center ıı to repairing center

U: transported product ı from repairing center to DC i
o, tlaıSported product ı from repairing centel to warehouse

.S: transported product r from collection center ıı to dismantler p

D: transported product r from disınantler p to disposal

F:.' transported ploduct ı from dismantler p to decomposition center .1

G': transported product r from decomposition çenter d to supplieı i

H: ffansported pıoduct r fıom decomposition centel .1 to plant j
Given the aforementioned assumptions aıd defiınitions, now it is tum to describe the four objective

functions (OBJF) below;
OBJF 1

Min : » ZZ X ", H i -ZZZZy'} u i *ZLZ Z :, H : +»»»8',,.H : +

]lrü].rü

||1W'"H',-ZZlZai,ai (ı0)

The first oBJF is to minimize the total cost of the tlansportation which actualize via different trucks
(forward logistics), and the OBJF 1 represents this goal (10).
qBJF 2

,*, Z|| r': C': -4| T : C: -LZu i ci -Z o, C, -Tr| S : C7 -

»rDi.C:-rZZr! ci -ZZZc! c! -LZZq! c? (ı1)
plpd,dJ,

The second OBJF is to minimize th€ total cost of transportation which are from customers (ıevelse
logistics), arıd the OBJF 2 represents üis goal (1l).
0BJF 3

ui n : p! o, t|||Z x !, c o ! " ZZZZ y'İ c o,i - ZZZ z,".C o,i *
ttllJrlıllı

||ZQ',,coi*»Zz.w',,co|-||ZZa!,coi'ı (12)

The third OBJF is representing the greenness ofthe model. By adding this OBJF, we aimed to minimize
total Co2 emissions which is produced by trucks on forward logistic. To dissuade üe decision makers not to

cause more CO2 emissions, we determined a penalty cost based on an environmental legislation, the decision
makers have to pay attention this issue due to not be punished.

0BJF 4

uin:||tr|p',-Z}rıipi ».o,p,-»l»cip',-ZZZu!p', (ı3)
İllü]lldJ.

The fourth aıd last OBJF is formulated to encourage the customers to choose and use recyclable products.

We encourage using recycling by minimizing the purchasing costs ( l:.p:) minus the total opporhınity plofits

which is gained via using recyclable products. Let's think two different products, one of them is cheap but not
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recyclable, and the other is more expensive because of its recyclability. If the second one is chosen, rve wilI
not to purchase it again due to its recyclability and also the environmental responsibiliğ wi11 be accomç lished.
We determine the price difference, which is caused by the re-purchasing cost minus recyclable cost, as an
opportunity pIofit.
Fqciliry capacity coııstı-aiııts iı,ı foı"word logistic

ZZX'"=C'',, V, (ı4)

I z',,*L|r'}<cai, v,,, (15)

||Q',-|Zw',,rCo,, V, (ı6)

ZT ai,rcai, vo,. 07)

The constraints mainly contain two types: one is for limited capacities and the other is for the balance of
the flow conversation in both of forward and reverse logistics. Equations (11), (l5), (16) and (l7) Ierresent
the limit of the capacity and provide not to exceed these capacities for suppliers, plaııts, warehou:;e and
distribution centers for each products, respectively in lorward logistic.
Facility capacity conslrainıS in reyel-Se IogiStic

ri*Ls7 <co|, v", (1s)

ZUi"o.<Cai, V. (ı9)

D'*Ztr'i rcai, V,. (20)

Zc'i*Zu'ircai, v,, Q|)

Equations (l8), (l9), (20) and (21) guarantee that collection centeIs, ıepairing center, dismantlers aıd
decomposition centers could not exceed the given capacity limit for each pıoducts, respectively in re:verse
logistic.
The truch capqcily constrainls in forward loğstic

ZZZx'lrCa,, V, Q2)

IIIy',j-II Z!,<Ca!, V, Q3)

ŞZQ',,|Zw',,.c",, V, Q4)

ZZZgi,.ca|, v, Q5)

Equations (22), (23), (24) and (25) show that the trucks could not move more than their capacity ]imits
during depa_rting from suppliers, plants, warehouse and DCs, respectively in forward logistic.

ZLxi,=,s|., v,,. (26)

Equation (26) shows that the total amount of product r which is traısported from supplier ı to plaıts by
truck 1 is equal the total amount ofpıoduct r which is purchased from supplier/.
The equiIibium constraints in forwdü,d logistic

z»Xi,=ZZ:,*ı»Y:,
»»Z'.=TZa'",||W'",

ZLrI-28'.=||E:,
2W,,*ZZE!,, De',,

V,,,

V,

V.,

V,.,

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)
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Equations (27), (28) and (29) satisfu the law ofthe flow of each products conveısation by in-flow equal to

out-flow for plants, warehouse aıd DCs, respectively, in forward logistic. Constıaint (30) is to satisfy the

customer demaıd for each product.
The equilibrium constraints in reyerse Ioğslic

d,^"(|W'"+lzniı=Ztr'i.a,*(»W',,-z| Eb, V,,. (3ı)

F,rZr')=r:, V_, (32)

0 B,)(rK')=»s:',l?

(33)

(34)

V -,,,,,

V.x.(rr)-ZL]:,rl

(|-D(rT:\:o,, V, (35)

6.(Ts:)=D:, Vn,., (36)

0_6.X:.S:,)=ıFİ, V,.,, (37)
nJ

ü(»F:)=|G:, V,,,,, (38)

(l_x)ıZF5=ZH?, vo,,,3 (39)
Pl

Equation (3l) describes üe customer recovery relationship between the miıimum and maximum recovery

rate. Equations (32) and (33) provide the recycled product equilibrium from collection centels to repairing

center and dismantlers, respectively. Equations (3a) and (35) show the repaired product equilibrium from

repairing center to DCs aıd warehouse, respectively. Equations (36) and (37) guarantee the recycled product

equilibrium from dismaıtlers to disposal and decomposition centers, respectively. Equations (38) and (39)

guaıantee the recyclable product equilibrium from decomposition centers to suppliers and plants, respectively.

X"",Y':, Z'",Qr,,W' 
", 

E:, K':,T:.Ui.o.. s:. »:. p!.G:, H':. A:,,o,V,,,,,._, ",. ı 31)

Finally, equation (3l ) restrict that the variables are non-negative in our mode1.

A COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENT

General Information and Data
In this section, in ofder to evaluate the proposed model, we cr€ate an imaginary supply chain network

based on a hypothetical data. We shall use a small example to illustrate the properties of the problem and the

model. In the numerical example, we design a CLSC network which coıısiders the environmental impacts.

Consider the network in Figure 7. The network of üe example contains two maiıly part. The first part is

forward logistic and consists of three suppliers, three plants, one waıehouse, two DCs and flve customers.

Suppliers provide three kinds of raw materials which are 100% recyclable, 50% recyclable, non-recyclable

raw materials, respectively. It is known that 100% recyclable products have to contain re-useable materials.

But pıoducing arıd using recyclable raw materials are expensive than the normal products because of standing

the high technological processes and the l00% natural raw materials. So the decision maker faces a trade-off
purchasing costs veısus the recyclable rate. To present recyclable products to customers arıd consider

greenn€ss, üe decision maker has to choose re-usable raw materials. Besides this environmental factor, we
consider the greeüouse gas emissions in forward logistic. We assrme that arı outsouçing is used for only
transportation. The 3PL firm presents three kinds of truck foı transporting which are 0-3 years, 4-7 years aıd
8-11 years old, ıespectively. lnherently, as aging the trucks, their rental fees will be cheaper. So, choosing

always the oldest trucks are the best option but to consider greenness of üe model, we pay the attention CO:
emission of trucks. It is clear that as aging the trucks, their CO, emissions are also increased because of the

engine differences. The added deterrent penalty cost ( pCD,: 0.05 $/gr thaı more 2000 kg COr) in model puts

the decision maker into another trade_off situation which is penalty cost versus CO: emissions (Tables 2, 3, 4).
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TABLE 2
The Rental Costs ($/unit) of each Truck and the CO2 Emissions (grlunit) duıing the Transportation between

Supp J i ers-Plants-Warehouse
SuppIicrs Plants

2 2
PIaİls

2 3 2 32 .]
Tİu.k l
Tİuck2
Tnrck J

J
22
],5

25
z
|1

3.2
19
1.3

28
23
2

26
21
i.5

]
l9
115

33
|6
l8

1.1

].I
a,7 a6

2.5
18
l16

1.5
12
09

8
7

Co, Emjssion (grl nİt)

Truck 1

Truck2
Truck3

0,9
l]
l.,7

09
1,5

l8

I1
l6
l9

]

|2
l5

08
1,1
|,7

a,1
]3
l5

lı
|1
11

12
1.4
|.9

1

13
2.

09
1.2

]3
5

1

2
4
6

TABLE 3

The Rental Costs ($/unit) of each Truck and the CO2 Emissions (grlunit) during the Transpoftation between
Plants-DCs

Plants
2 3

Distribution centers
2 2 2

Tru.k l
Truck 2
Truck3

26
2.1
l7

24
2
|6

17
1,9
|.9

2.4
21.
1.7

25
23
]8

28
1I
]5

Co: f,mission (grlunit)
Truck l
Truck 2
Tru.k3

08
14
]8

01
13
],9

09
t6
2

l
1.5

l6

0,7
12
l8

08
]4
l9

TABLE 4
The Rental Costs ($/unit) ofeach Truck aıd the CO2 Emissions (grlunit) during the Transportation betlveen

Warehouse-DCs-Customers
DC

2
DC Cuslom€rs Custom.rs

72l2J45 l2315ı2315
Truck 1

Truck 2
Truck 3

1 16
14
l3

2.4
22
1.9

2.3
]8
l8

2z
l6
17

24
l9
l8

22
2.1
1.7

22
16
|7

2.1

1.9
l9

2,|
1,7
|6

21
l9
2

21
I,7
|.,l

21
]9
1.9

2
l8
21

2|
2.1
l6

22
22
|6

1.1
1,9

18
CO] Ernission (grluril)

Truck t
Truck 2
Truck 3

0.,7

1,1

14

01
|7
l5

l
12
l5

08
]4
|.7

1.1

1.,7

l7

l2
l4
l9

1

13
2

09
12
1.3

08
|4
|7

ll
iJ
l9

2
6
8

5
1

07
|3
]5

2

6

l
6
9

0.9
1,5
l8

l
l1
l9

The plants purchase raw n,ıaterials in three kinds mentioned above from the suppliers. The plants,
warehouse arıd DCs h'iangular has a flexible structule. After the production in plants, the end_products flow
can be actualize to warehouse aıd also DCs. The warehouse sends the end-products to customers directly, arıd
also it can be happen by DCs. The capaciŞ, limits of suppliers, plants, warehouse, DCs and truck are given in
Tables 5 and 6.

TABLE 5
The Material Capacities of Suppliers-Plants-Warehouse-Distribution Centers (unit)

suppliers PIant§ Distribütion Cent:r
Material 2 3 2 3 1

%100 R€c"vc.
%50 Recyc,
Non Recyc.

]0000
] ]000
l2000

9000
l0000
] ]000

l l000
l2000
]]000

9500
10500
] l500

] ] 500
l l500
10500

l2500
] l500
l2500

22000
]9000
l8000

l2000
]0000
l l000

11C00
90D0
1l000

TABLE 6
The ftansportation capacities of each truck beiween Suppliers-Plants-WareIıouse-DCs (unit)

Trucks suppIi.rs Planls Distribuiiotr C.nters
32000
34000
3 ]000

35000
3,7a1a
34000

22000
2 ]000
23000

Truck l
Truck2
Truck3

l8000
l7000
]9000
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The second part is reversing logistic and it contains two collection centers, two dismaıtlers, one rePaiıing

center, one disposal and two decompositiön centers. The collection centers aıe responsible for collecting the

used-products from customers.
. Minimum and maximum collection ıates of collection centers are assumed to be 6x,* = Y:o30 arıd

o,*=Yo60.
. According the decisions in collection centers, the products which needjust repairing, are sent to Iepairing

center (p.= %40).

. After the repairing in repairing center, products could be sent to warehouse and also DCs {x,= %'70,

%30).
. The rest ofüe products in collection centers are tİansported to dismantlers (l-B.=%60).

. After the dismarıtling processes, half of the secondary aıd total of üe tertiary products are disposal ( 6,,, =

%50, %100).
. Fult of the primary aıd üe rest of üe secondary products are transported to decomposition centels.

According to decomposition situations, some ofthem aıe sent to suppliers ( g, -%70) and the rest ofthem

to plants (1- g. =%30).

All transportation in reverse logistic is actualized by üe decision makers. Tables 7, 8 and 9 give the unit

tlansportation costs between reverse facilities.

TABLE 7

The Unit Transp ortation CoStS between Customeİs-Collection Centers-Dismantlers-Rep. Centers ($)
Cuslom.rs Coll.ction C.nt.r§

1 7 J 4 5 2

CotIcction ccDt.rs R.Dririnq C.nl.İ Dismentl.r§

l2l2l 1,2 l2l l |2l2ı{ılerial
%l00 R.cyc.
%50 Rccyc.
Non R.c}c.

|2
l2
12

11
1.2
12

1,3
1,3
l]

12
|2
Iz

l4
l4
l4

13
l3
1.3

1.2
12
|2

1.3

l3
l3

l2
17
|2

1,3

1.3

13

1.2
1.2
12

l3
1.3
l.]

1.1
12
|2

2
23

TABLE 8

The Unit Transportation Costs between Repairing C.-Warehouse-DCs-Dismantlers-Disposal-Decomposition
Centers (s)

Rtp!iriDg C..t.İ DismantIers
1

,}, 2

DC§ Dispossl D.composition C.nlrrs
Mat.nal l 2 l z

%l00 R.cyc.
9/.50 Rtcyc-
Non R.cyc.

14
1,4
14

,1.2

12
11

l5
l5
l5

2 l3
l3
1,3

14
14
1.4

13
i.3
1,3

TABLE 9

The Unit Tra:ısportation Costs befween Decomp osition CenteIs-Suppliers-Plants ($)
D.compositioİ C.nt.rs

supplier§ Plaıts
Mıt.riel J l 2 312 3 2 Jl

%l00 R.cyğ
%50 Rtcyc

09
09
09

|2
|.2
|.2

0,9
0.9
0.9

|.2
|.2
12

l.ı
l1
1-1

17
12
|2

All flow decisions in reveıse logistic aıe calculated via considering the capacity information and customer

demands in Table l0.
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]z
12

11

1

1.2
1.2
12

1.1

l1
1l
1,1
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TABLE l0
The Material Capacities of Collection Centers-Repaiıing Center-Dismantlers-Decomposition Center (ruüt) and

the Demands of each Customer (unit)
CollectioDCentcrs R.pairinPCenter Dismanller§ Decompo§ifiotr C.İteİs

Matenal 2 |2 2 l2315
%100 Recyc
%50 Recyc.
Non Rccy..

6000
5000
4500

5400
5j00
4500

4200
4100
.1050

1000
,1500

4600

4500
1800
1000

4600
4800
1,700

1600
4800
41aa

6000
6700
5900

,1000

5700
5900

7000
6?00
6900

5000
5,700
4900

6()00
7.o0
5!|00

We mentioned the encouraging factors at the beginıing ofpaper. Using recyclable raw materials are better
than re-purchasing these law matelials with a high cost. We determined an opportunity profit gained choosing
recyclable raw materials and products (Table l l).

TABLE 1 1

Gained the Net Pfofit of Suppliers-Plants-Warehouse-DCs due to Recycling each Material ($) and Rııw
Material Purchasing Costs ($/unit)

Suppıiers Plants DC§
Miterial 2 3 2 3 2

%100 Rec},c.
%50 R€.yc.
İ'on Recvc.

]j
27

32.
25

36
29

41
3l

42
1.1

3,7
25
l9

39
28
l8

41
29
]9

Purchasing co§l§ (s/ünil)
%100 Rccyc.
%50 R€cyc.
\on R€cyc.

6
32
13

62
3.5
2

5,8
]

21

In the iııustrative ",,.r,., ,J'rİ,9İ'İj*:,İİİ:#i:l'JjffiffİİİT its priority vectol (Tabıe t.2) ale
obtained by using thc FAl IP method according to the decision makcr's priorities.

TABLE 12

objectives C
(Wc\

}fitrimizing For9,ıtd Logistic Costs (A)
Minimizing R.Yer§e Logi§tic Costs (B)
Minimizing Tolal Col Eınissions (C)

( 1.1.1)
Il2

(4,5,6)
(l 14 ,1/3 ,l 12)

(2.3.4)
( 1,1,1)

t|/3,112,1)
(|13,1/2,|J

(l/5,|/4,|/3J
(1,2.3)
(1,1,])
1/2

(2.3,1)
(].2,3)

(1/3,1/2,1)
( 1.1.1)

0 280415
0 258049
0 z,71s6
0 ]88946ı{inimizitrg Purchasinq Co§ts (D)

From Table 12,

sr=(42,62s.8]3])a(1,1 783,21583,2983]1 l=1,ı,z.ozs.ı:;:1o(l/2983].l/2l5s].l/l47s3)=(Ol10?82,0289575.o.5636!ı8)

5'r=(0.1ll732.0.254826.0,54llrs(, (0.]56425.0,277992,0.54l1, .s/) =(0 086592.0,177606,0. ]720,1t.) are obtained. llsing
theSe vectols,
I/(,Ç,4 >.Çr) = l,'/(.s,r >,sC ) = l, [(.§1 > Ji2) = l ;

'/(.Ç8 
>.Ç_4) =0.920l39, V(SB >,9C)=0,943205, 

'/(.ÇB 
>.Çr) =l;

r(Sc > S_j ) = 0.971883 , I/(.9.. >Sg)=l, 
'/(.çc 

>.SD)=l;
L/(SD>S j)=0.6'73736, V(SD>Ss)=0_77|219, ,/(.çD > sC) = 0.682325 aİe obtained. Thus the weight vı:ctoı

from Table 12 is calcu]ated as WG = (0.280445,0.258049,0.27256,0.188946)r .

ln this example, with 1=_], J:5, K:2, L:5, M=2, P:2, D:2, Z:_i and i=_i, there are 445 variables, and
602 constraints. Using LINDO 6.1 with the most 1(s) elapsed time, we obtained the optimal solution as shown
in Table 13. Calcu]ated objective values are given in Table 12. All the experiments are conducted on a
notebook with the Intel Core2 Duo 1 .66 GHz and 2 GB RAM.

TABLE 13
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l

The Fuzzy Pair-wise Compq,json Matrix of the Example 
p.i_it

DR



The Optimal Solution of Numerical Example
variıbl. variablc vırieblc

xDı
xDı
Xıı,
x,!
X"ı
Xııı
Xıı
xs,
x!,
xItr
x,s
x,,
xso
xs,
Xıı

L",
Zııı
Zızı
Z,,,
Z4a
Z4ts
Z,|
Lts
L,B
L,u

8500
l l000
5500
3000
500
5000
5500
9000
6000
6500
9500
6500
4500
2500
6500
6000
6?00
5900
6800
5600
500
,700

2]00
600

1]500
l1500
2700
7800
l0000
4,70a

L,\

Eu,
Eııı
Eı,
Eııı
L,",
Eıı
Eı"
Kııı
Kıı
Kıı
K»ı
K",
K",
K.,
I(ıı
I§ts

6900
400
]600
300
7000
6700
6900
5000
4600
4900
6000
7500
200
5900
5700
5600
1]00
5400
600
6700
5900
i800
2010
1110
l200
l7l0
l1,70
2l00
2010
2o,70

rÇ,ı
Iaı,
I(s
In,
In»
K.
l("
Kı
I(s
Tı
Tt1
Tı,
Tı
T,
T!
Sııı
S,ıı
Snı
Sıı
S,ı
Şn
ş"
Sıı
Sıı
ot
oı
oJ
Uı
Uı
Uı

900
l280
660
600
130
810

] 800
23l0
1710
2400
2000
1800
960
]900
l?40
540
13l0
3060
3000
]]90
]050
] 440
1800
2610
]008
Il1a
la6z
1352
2,730
2118

DD
DD
D,
D!
F"ı
Fıı
Fı,,
Fu!
Fı,
Gft
G!ı
G.,
I{tsl
Hıl
Hıı

575
13l0
2400
4000
440
l00
525

4500
2400
308
3220
2M8
132
l380
816
8500

1 l000
5500
8500
9500
1 ]000
l l000
l2000
l3000

oBJF

TABLE 14
Calculated Objective Function Values According to FAl{P

Definition
oBJrl
oBJI2

oBJI3

Minimizahon üğ totnl transportaton cost in fo.$"rd logistic
Mininiztron the tola] tsansPorlation cost ın rel,erse logi§tic

Minımizatıon üe tola] Co, emıSsion and the pena]ty cost

453985 00 s
] 0561],70 $

3j8540 g 2000008r: l18540 gI
Pcnalty Cost 118540+0.05= 5927 §
Total purcha§n8costs: 3]3900 00 s
Tolal opportüity profit 5?382.80 §OBJF4 Mınimüzation üe lokl Purchasing costs via ma.xnıizarion üe total opportürnily profit

Total 842042 90 $

According to the results obtained by LiNDO 6.1 package plogram via weighted rates objectives, üe total

cost is 842042.90 $ (Table 14). Total transportation cost in forward logistic is calculated 453985.00 S. This
money is expended for transporting 90000 units product which ale consist of 28000 ıııit %100 recyclable,

32500 unit o/o50 recyclable, and 29500 unit non-Iecyclable. All trucks emissions totally 3l854O gr CO, gas

during the all tlanspörtation in forward logistic. We determined a lower limit (2000 kg COr) for emissions,

and a penalty cost for each gr CO, after this lower limit. So, the decision maker paid 5917 $ as the total

penalfy cost. To arswer all customels demand, totally 90000 units of law material is purchased from three

suppliers via paying 333900.0O $. 27000 units of re-used ploducts aıe collected fıom customers and sent to

the collection centers. Because ofprefering the recyclable law materials, the decision maker gained 57382.80

S via saving üe re-purchasing costs.
CONCLUSION

In global supply chain management, companies have to consider green factors over a long period of time_

Green supply chain management has emerged as a proactive approach for improving environmental
performance of processes and products in accordance with the requirements of environmental regulations.

Various approaches for implementing green supply chain management plactices has been proposed and

recognized in previous literatures [42].
Under dynamic business environments, üe attributes aııd weights may change, becoming not neceSsaıily

crisp, but ralher fi)zzy in natue. Traditional multiple attribute decision-making methods may not solve the

long_term performance measulement problems in fuzzy environments. TheIe aıe vaıious decision-making
methods, among which FAHP techıique has been developed as a useful and simple method to deal with
decision-making problems. SCM emphasizes on the strategic decisions between different kinds of objectives
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and also the core of SC is a decision making problem. The making right decision is an important pro51em in
SCM and is lhe key to successful SCM. We knöw that decision makers waıt to handle all objectives tcıgether.
Naturally, alI objectives' desired priorities also cou]d be differcnt. We believe that by using a class of
techıique we may solve the key and tough problems of different objectives in SC network. Thus we develop
an FAHP methodolory to deal with SC network problems under environmental factors. For fufther researches,
the uncertainty embedded in demand, capaci§ and lecovery ıates should be handled to facilitate practical
applications. The model's environmental and greenness factors can be enlarged via adding noise pollution,
accident risk aıd time assessment factols etc. Also we will try to eİend Fuzzy AHP method to intuist;onistic
fuzzy AIIP method to mate better decisions.
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